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The private trade of British free merchants and East India Company servants in the early
modern Indian Ocean world has received a great deal of scholarly attention.1 Over the course
of the eighteenth century, British merchants formed probably the largest single group of
Europeans engaged in private trade.2 A detailed picture of the extent, scope and mechanics of
their business networks, from the late seventeenth through to the end of the eighteenth
century, was delineated through the pioneering work of Holden Furber, Ian Bruce Watson and
P.J. Marshall.3 This work emphasised the extent to which private trade played a central role in
transforming the Indian Ocean economy and supporting the East India Company’s move
from ‘trade to dominion’ from the middle of the eighteenth century.
Like most early modern merchants, the servants of the East India Company who
engaged in private trade lay at the heart of complex networks. While they engaged in the
‘country trade’ across the Indian Ocean, they were also embedded in global circuits and
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circulations of capital, goods and information.4 This paper focuses on the ways in which
Company employees relied upon transcontinental connections for the maintenance of their
private intra-Asian trade during the early eighteenth century. Using examples from the
western Indian Ocean region, it looks particularly at how these men relied on connections to
influential Company figures and former servants in London. While working with Indian and
European merchants in the East Indies was critical for private trade, British merchants in
India depended on connections to ‘home’ for securing the necessary capital to trade, for
receiving information about different markets, and for a plethora of other services that were
critical for their business.
Although much existing work on British private trade in the East Indies has focused
predominantly on intra-Asian commerce, historians have highlighted the significance of
merchants’ connections with the metropole, particularly focusing on financial connections
and the remittance of private fortunes home to Britain. Holden Furber over four decades ago
emphasised the significance of ties to ‘home’, particularly for the remittance of private
fortunes in the later eighteenth century.5 Later historians also emphasised that ties to family
members, friends and other associates in London remained a major factor in Anglo-Indian
private trade, particularly as a source of finance.6 Indeed, in the most recent in-depth study of
this branch of European commerce, Søren Mentz argued for the pre-eminence of ties between
India and London for the success of private trade. From the late seventeenth century, English
merchants in Madras cultivated networks of commissioners who were able to readily access
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home markets. These merchants in London, who received goods or bills of exchange from
Company servants, in turn despatched capital to India. This capital was hugely significant for
funding private ventures in the Indian Ocean. The system was therefore a reciprocal one:
Company servants looked after the economic interests of City merchants in Asia, and
received much needed capital in return.7 Indeed, historians have increasingly emphasised the
ways in which English East India merchants in the eighteenth century were imbricated with
the currents and systems of global trade.8 Private commerce is now considered not just as a
bounded endeavour that took place within the trading world of the Indian Ocean, but as a
complex system that linked Company employees, the servants of other European companies,
Indian merchants, and financiers in the City of London.9
This paper investigates how British merchants based in Bombay, Surat and elsewhere
on the west coast of the subcontinent formed and made use of metropolitan connections, and
looks at the range of services provided by home correspondents. The transfer of capital and
the provision of agency services to support the remittance of East Indian fortunes were, of
course, significant. Domestic-based associates supported private commerce beyond direct
financial involvement however: they provided valuable information and useful knowledge
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about trade to Company servants, mediated patronage systems, and attempted to safeguard
merchants’ reputations at East India House, all of which were all central to the success of
private trade. This paper therefore draws attention to the social and interpersonal connections
that upheld the trade in ‘goods from the East’. It focuses especially on correspondence and
merchants’ letters as the architecture that upheld private commerce.

The Centrality of Correspondence

Recent work on Eurasian trade has characterised texts and writing as essential ‘technologies’
that were imperative for long-distance and trans-continental commerce in the eighteenth
century. Gagan Sood stressed the importance of correspondence and its structures of language
and distribution mechanisms that united ‘Eighteenth Century Eurasia’.10 Miles Ogborn also
argued that letters and other textual material shaped the very nature of Anglo-Indian trade as
much as the flow of goods and capital. They provided ‘a key technology in conducting longdistance trade’ and ‘a means to shape its nature and functioning’.11 For the East India
Company in particular, Philip Stern has recently emphasised how writing was ‘the backbone
of a global network, crucial for imagining a geographically dispersed political system as
coherent and to supervising and governing it’.12
Related to this, scholars connected with the ‘New Imperial History’ have also seen
letters as instrumental in forming ‘colonial connections’. Texts were powerful constructive
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tools, for both commerce, colonialism and for the lives of merchants and other imperial letterwriters. ‘Colonial lives’ were often ‘textual lives’, constructed by contemporaries through
texts, as David Lambert and Alan Lester emphasise.13

Natasha Glaisyer’s work on

‘networking’, moreover, argued that letters provide the single most useful and tangible body
of evidence for the ‘interconnectedness’ of empire.14
Trans-continental correspondence networks constructed the commercial and personal
lives of East India Company servants and private traders, and their networks of associates
relied heavily on circulations of correspondence. The expanding commercial world of the
eighteenth century also resulted in ever-widening correspondence networks among
merchants. In the case of the East India Company, as Holden Furber suggested, in the 1720s,
30s and 40s, the young writers serving the Company at all its factories in Asia were probably
in contact with a wider circle of correspondents than ever before. These included other
Europeans as well as Indian brokers, British merchants, and country captains. Company men
maintained their correspondence networks daily as a critical part of the business of their
private trade, often attending to their private letters before turning to Company business.15 By
the middle of the eighteenth century, the abundant official correspondence between East India
House and the Company’s settlements in the East Indies was shadowed by an extensive
network of private communication between India and Britain. This often used the same
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modes of conveyance, but sidestepped and disrupted official channels to organise private
trade and patronage systems.16
Far-reaching and dynamic communication networks conducted by servants in the
eighteenth century were difficult to control; a fact which frustrated the Court of Directors.
They regularly expressed concern over the fact that ‘Private Advices from India’ anticipated
Company letters from the East, meaning they might not receive ‘the most early
Intelligence’.17 The Company ultimately wanted to put a stop to private letters being sent any
other way than through the Company’s mail packets, in order to prevent this. The Directors
also urged that that regular official communications should be sent ‘every three Months or
oftner as any thing occurs worthy our notice’ to go some way to counteracting the frequency
with which private letters arrived in London.18 Many merchants nevertheless saw the
Company’s mail packets as the most secure and regular conveyance to Europe.19 The
Company’s letters to the East even came to complain about the cost of private
correspondence in Company packets numerous times throughout the early eighteenth
century.20
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Private Trade and Metropolitan Connections

These letters travelling within and alongside the Company’s official correspondence
functioned as an important organising framework for private trade. Whether for coordinating
transactions and trade, for receiving personal and commercial information, or for maintaining
links with influential Company figures, letters home were imperative for the various activities
Company servants conducted on their own accounts. Throughout a Company career, ongoing connections to home could actually create new private trading opportunities for
merchants. Often using home-provided capital and commercial information conveyed from
Britain, Company merchants used their European correspondents to organise private ventures
in Asian waters, and then to send home goods or remit profits. The private trade of Company
servants also involved the exchange of commodities from Asia to Europe as well as intraAsian commerce. Despite the Company’s ‘monopoly’, private merchants formed significant
trading connections between Britain and India. As channels of communication and flows of
information became more reliable and viable as the eighteenth century progressed, such
ventures grew in complexity. This section of the paper will look at this aspect of British
private trade as it pertains to East India Company servants in the western Indian Ocean
region, concluding with an extended case study of a private venture organised by Londonbased principals and a Bombay-based agent. Here, despite the prevalence of formal, regulated
partnerships, kin networks also remained significant.

Firstly, capital sent from London could be extremely important for private trade.
Silver was frequently sent out to the west coast from London, consigned to sons and other
relatives in the service of the Company. These consignments were regularly equivalent to one

or two hundred pounds sterling. Larger consignments of up to 15,000 ounces and as much as
£1500 were sent in the 1720s and 1730s for Bombay governors Charles Boone and Robert
Cowan, however.21 In addition to start-up capital, domestic connections could provide an
invaluable income stream throughout a Company merchant’s career. The trade of Charles
Boone, the governor of Bombay between 1715 and 1722, provides a good example of the use
of metropolitan capital in intra-Asian trade. A proportion of Boone’s activities organising
ventures across the Indian Ocean world can be discerned through examining his accounts
held with Francis Chamberlain and Robert Nightingale in London, between 1716 and 1721.22
Nightingale and Chamberlain held large stakes in at least seventeen voyages using Boone as
their India-based agent to invest money sent from London. They provided an important
source of capital for Boone’s involvement in the country trade, which included several
voyages to China, and took in numerous other Indian Ocean destinations. The size of some of
the investments is notable: on four occasions, Boone invested over twenty thousand Rupees
of the London merchants’ money in voyages that called at Persia, Madras, Bengal and China.
Whilst profits from these ventures differed, losses were generally small, presumably helped
by the fact that as Bombay governor, Boone was in a prime position to make informed
judgements, manoeuvre strategically using his status, and to efficaciously remit the proceeds
of the ventures. The papers related to this micro-network of the three men highlight the
importance that capital remitted from Britain could have for private trade. Boone returned
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home in the 1720s as a successful and very rich merchant. He had ‘got a very good Estate’
and ‘acquir’d a handsome Fortune’ thanks to his time in the East Indies.23
Beyond capital, a range of other goods was shipped privately from England. This
comprised a much more varied set of goods than what was conveyed on the Company’s
account. Mildred Wretts-Smith detailed that in the season 1680-81, the principal exports for
private trade were beer, spirits, glassware, ironware and various items of wearing apparel
including hats, woollen goods, silks, and leather goods.24 These are characteristic of goods
sent out for consumption by relatives and close friends; the perceived necessaries and
necessities of life in Britain that were difficult to access overseas.25 The India Office Records
series E/1 also includes many details of private exports as part of the requests submitted to
the Company to send out goods to servants in the East, during the first half of the eighteenth
century. Merchants at Bombay received a wide variety of goods shipped privately. Many
goods listed were everyday items and ‘wearing apparel’. Stockings, hats, shoes, cutleryware,
glassware, looking glasses, musical instruments and toys are frequently mentioned. As well
as this, luxury goods including clocks, sword blades, amber and ivory (generally referred to
as ‘Elephant’s Teeth’) are featured, in addition to main trade items such as iron and copper.
Certain commodities – especially silver and coral – were sent out in order to purchase
diamonds.26
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While Company servants were permitted to engage in port-to-port trade in Asian
waters as part of their covenants, the trade of goods between the East Indies and London was,
in theory, reserved strictly for the Company. From the beginning of the ‘de-regulation’ of
private trade in the seventeenth century however, the Company provided a permitted list of
certain commodities that were not part of the Company’s concerns, but could legally form
part of private trade cargoes both on the homeward leg.27 As Wretts-Smith suggested, the
Directors did realise that some private trade must be countenanced in order to keep it above
ground and subject to control. It was better to allow import on the Company’s ships, they
thought, than to drive the traders into the arms of interlopers.28 Watson similarly argued that
the Company’s acquiescence to private trade removed some of the necessity of smuggling
goods in Company shipping.29 A high-volume ‘sanctioned’ private trade undoubtedly took
place regularly and a wide range of ‘unprohibited’ and ‘permission’ goods were carried on
Company shipping back to Britain on private accounts.30
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Principally London-directed private trade certainly took place. The case of Charles
Waters is a vividly illustrative example of this element of commerce, and is worth exploring
in detail. Waters was a Bombay Company servant who was charged by a London-based
wholesaler with procuring a number of Asian goods to be shipped back to Britain during the
1750s. In addition to his private commerce in India, he acted as an agent for the London drug
merchants, Messrs Gammon & Chaloner. A transnational procurement network formed
between these men after 1754, directed by the druggists in London and using Waters and his
associates to acquire a number of Asian goods that were then conveyed using the privilege
trade of Captain Thomas Best.31 This case illuminates key details of the machinations of
private trade between Britain and western India. The diversity of goods dealt with is
particularly evident here, whilst the venture also highlights the complex and multifaceted
correspondence networks that allowed private trade to operate. The partnership between
Gammon & Chaloner, Waters and Best was based on long-standing commercial associations,
sophisticated information exchange, and familial networks. Each of these was important to
the underlying structure of many Anglo-Indian private trade ventures.
Situated in Laurence Pountney Lane in the City of London, adjacent to present-day
Cannon Street, the premises of druggists Gammon & Chaloner lay close to the location of
East India House in Leadenhall Street.32 Their association with the produce of the Indian
Ocean world began when the druggists contacted Captain Best eager to acquire a number of
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goods from India following his voyage in the ship the Prince Henry in 1754.33 Amongst the
range of goods permitted to be conveyed in private trade, drugs and medicinal commodities
were common, and many of these could be relatively easily procured in the western Indian
Ocean region. Gammon & Chaloner provided Best with an extensive list of articles available
in the markets of the Indian Ocean, with orders to apply to Charles Waters at Bombay for
assistance in the purchasing those goods listed that could be readily bought in the town.
Waters was recommended to Gammon & Chaloner by his father Thomas; their friend,
director of the East India Company and former Company employee at Bombay and Mocha,
who corresponded regularly with both the druggists and his son on matters relating to the
venture.34
The range of items requested by the druggists was extensive and included cubebs (allspice), ‘worm seeds’, sandalwood, goat bezoars, turmeric, various kinds of lac, myrrh,
camphor, cardamom seeds, gum Arabic, opoponax, sago and cassia lignea (cinnamon bark);
all highly sought-after trade goods in eighteenth-century India and all permitted articles of
private trade.35 The provenance of the goods was actually extremely diverse, but Bombay’s
regular connections not just to the Indian hinterland but to the Malabar Coast, the Persian
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Gulf and the Red Sea, facilitated their acquisition.36 Even based in such an important trading
centre, the task for Waters and Best was to profitably purchase this array of goods for the
London market in a regional commercial milieu beset with wildly fluctuating prices and
unpredictable supply patterns.37
Like any agent, it was in Waters’ personal interest as well as in the interests of the
partnership, to keep a close eye on the most opportune time and place to purchase, taking into
account prevailing market conditions. Gaining access to accurate particulars about different
types of commodities was therefore particularly important.38 Such a context also necessitated
both commercial astuteness on the part of the agent, and the assistance of friends, colleagues
and associates. Waters relied upon a widespread network of India-based contacts for
accessing the items he had been instructed to buy. Like other merchants, he successfully used
a small collection of correspondents in various places, forged through mutual associations
with the East India Company, to service his role as agent.39 In fact, Waters stressed to his
commissioners (after they questioned his celerity) that the time he was taking to procure
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goods was due to the lengthy but necessary process of having multiple agents in place. They
were needed in order to gather together the diverse set of commodities required.40
Even with this network, the necessary commercial information available for Best and
Waters was imperfect and often inadequate. Misinformation about the variety, provenance,
quality and price of many commodities abounded. Goods were far from standardised and
there was little information on many of them. In this latter case, regarding the medicinal herb
opoponax, Waters admitted that he was ‘unacquainted with its true value’ due to its general
scarcity at Bombay at the time he purchased the commodity. There having been no amount of
the good to buy or sell for some time, the agent complained that ‘Even the Merchants of
whom I have made the strictest enquiry can give me no Insight or even tell me its Country
name’. Furthermore, he continued that, ‘Capt. Best likewise does not know its value in
England’.41 Informational asymmetries like these were common in eighteenth-century
mercantile trade and had the potential to cause significant problems for agents entrusted with
the considerable responsibility of purchasing a whole order on time and as cheaply as
possible.42
On-going communication with London was therefore vital for Waters to receive
valuable commercial information. He insisted he had the most up-to-date and reliable details
of the usual sale price in London of the goods he was charged to buy. Using this, he could
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make informed decisions about the purchase price of items. He emphasised that although he
would do his utmost to complete Gammon & Chaloner’s requests, it was ‘absolutely
necessary’ that he should be furnished yearly with a ‘General Price Current of Druggs in
England’ or ‘what they will fetch in England free of Duties’. This, he stressed, ‘will be of
infinite service and Advantage to me in my Purchases’.43 Waters was subsequently provided
by his partners with a current price list and received regularly updated advice about
purchasing, remittances and finance. In his role as agent, Waters attempted to use these
mechanisms to predict the market and avoid the potential problems produced by changes in
supply. Unusually high prices or scarcity could call for delaying the purchase of a particular
commodity for instance.44 On the other hand, it could be detrimental to delay and risk
missing the most opportune time to acquire goods. Waters therefore had to anticipate future
changes in supply at Bombay. He urged Gammon & Chaloner when requesting goods at
particular prices to ‘have Regard to what may be sent out’ to Bombay on future ships from
London as this would necessarily affect prices. Waters even provided calculations in order to
forecast the price that goods would sell for at Bombay allowing for the changes accruing
from the arrival of goods on expected shipping.45 Waters regularly communicated various
market changes which he felt affected his ability to carry out Gammon & Chaloner’s requests
to their satisfaction.
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examples, in 1754 Waters informed Gammon & Chaloner that ‘Gum Arabick’ was ‘very high’ so he will
delay purchasing it, while on another occasion he declared he desisted paying for goat bezoars as the price was
so high and says he will wait for a more favourable opportunity. Ibid., 30 November 1754. A good account of
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(Farnham, 2010), pp. 29-43. Asian or ‘oriental’ bezoars of many different types were highly sought-after in
Europe throughout the early modern period. The stones were thought to have healing or antidotal properties,
especially those harvested from goats or other Asian ruminants on the plains of present-day Iran, northern India,
Pakistan and Afghanistan.
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From the evidence available, the venture seems to have been financially successful.
On Best’s return journey in October 1755, the accounts of Waters detail that over forty-six
thousand Rupees-worth of goods were shipped with Best to London, amounting to over five
thousand pounds. Despite significant gaps in knowledge, the requested amount of opoponax
was obtained with Waters claiming it was an ‘Extremely good’ sort.46 In general, Waters was
of the belief that his purchases would be commercially successful. Although some purchases
exceeded the quantity Gammon & Chaloner ordered, Waters emphasised his belief there
would be a ‘very handsome Profit accruing’, perhaps as much as twenty per cent ‘clear of all
charges’.47 Although the archival record provides no detail of subsequent sales in London, it
is probable this would have been a lucrative venture for Waters. Despite bearing the
considerable risk of damaging his reputation as an agent, much of the finance for the
purchase of the items was provided by Gammon & Chaloner, with the agent taking
commission of between five and ten per cent of the value of the goods for his role in
procurement. He was due a proportion of the sale price from some of the items too. Waters’
conduct seemed to satisfy his commissioners: correspondence between the druggists and
Waters continued for some time after Best’s original return voyage, as the agent continued to
fulfil subsequent orders as well as respond to Gammon & Chaloner’s request to provide news
of other opportunities to further invest in East Indian trade. 48
This case effectively demonstrates how Eurasian private trade networks could be
forged. Circulations of correspondence, social ties and kin networks were central, but these
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relationships also intersected with the structure of the East India Company. Waters’ network
underlines the reciprocal nature of private trade relationships too: the London wholesalers
relied on their global connections for obtaining certain commodities, whilst agents depended
on connections back to Britain, for patronage, profit and the further development of private
trading portfolios.
Cultivating profits through private trade could be futile unless the proceeds could be
effectively realised however. Since the goal of most Company servants was to develop a
fortune quickly and, as one merchant put it, reap ‘that benefit whereby to goe home to
happily enjoy the fruits of your labour’, having the means to remit money home was
imperative.49 This aspect of private trade required reliable ties to associates in Britain. The
next section of this paper considers this aspect of the connections between India and Europe
in the realm of private trade. Working out how to remit money home was a significant
preoccupation of Company servants. The issues inherent in transferring vast sums over long
distances exercised the minds of successful traders more than any other issue. Ensuring the
assistance of robust networks and a cache of contacts based at home was crucial.

The Remittance of Private Fortunes

As P.J. Marshall discussed in East Indian Fortunes, not only was surviving long enough in
India to make a fortune difficult in itself, but once a decent competency had been developed,
there were significant barriers to safe remittance.50 Private traders had several options
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available to them however; all of which relied on the services of agents and correspondents
based in Europe. Naturally, the Company aimed to exercise control over this element of their
servants’ private trade. As well as attempting to funnel legal trade to Britain, they offered a
variety of services to enable servants to repatriate their estates.51 Merchants placed money in
the hands of the Company by paying into one of the factory treasuries in India and then later
recovered the same amount in London through bills. Alternatively, they used the privilege
cargo space of mariners; although many contemporaries saw this as a relatively insecure
method. Foreign ships or foreign bills provided yet another remittance avenue for Company
men, but one that ran the risk of punishment. Commonly, servants used the diamond trade to
remit money home.52
With the first of these methods, allowing factories in India to receive money from
servants in return for bills payable in London actually provided a useful source of finance for
the Company. The Court of Directors encouraged their servants to use Company bills
whenever they remitted money home. For merchants too, these bills offered security and a
high degree of confidence that they would be honoured on time.53 Remittance levels are
therefore a relatively reliable indicator of the volume and value of private trade. Marshall
used remittances from Calcutta, as suggested by the figures from bills drawn on the
Company, to demonstrate the increasing prosperity of the community of private traders in
Bengal during the eighteenth century. The amounts in these bills increased from just a few
thousand Rupees annually during the second decade of the century, to as much as sixty or
eighty thousand in the last years of the 1720s. Marshall demonstrated that the British
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community as a whole continued to remit money via the East India Company at
approximately the level of the late 1720s until 1752, when a marked increase began.54
Nicholas Dirks’ figures similarly suggest that formal remittance levels increased, from
£50,000 to £120,000 a year between 1731 and 1756.55 Diamond purchases should also be
added to this, as well as allowances made for foreign bills, making the total remittance level
much higher than Company bills alone suggest.56
The alternative methods for remitting money were rather riskier. The other European
companies active in the Indian Ocean world provided one avenue by which to transfer funds:
both the Dutch and the Portuguese, realising the opportunities afforded by the fortunes
created by British merchants, offered favourable rates of exchange for Company men looking
to remit their money home via Amsterdam or Lisbon.57 Such a method was problematic,
however, as the Honourable Company prohibited any goods or money being transferred back
to Europe by their own servants using ships bound for continental ports. British private trade
to Europe was permitted only if it was directed through London.58 Marshall wrote that there
is little evidence to suggest that British subjects in Bengal felt obliged to resort to this
channel to remit large sums, although he also provided evidence of Portuguese, Ostend and
even Prussian Company ships handling bills from merchants in Bengal.59 As an example
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from the west coast, Bombay governor Robert Cowan’s Company career ended amid
accusations that he attempted to remit part of his estate home via Lisbon on the Portuguese
ship Europa.60 Cowan was dismissed for explicitly going beyond the terms of his covenant as
a result, and incurred the wrath of the Company. Although he strenuously denied the charge,
and blamed the fact of his departure on his ‘enemies in London’, his long-standing
connections to Lisbon, and fluency in Portuguese, in all likelihood gave him some basis for
engaging in the venture.61 This practice was probably more widespread than the surviving
archival material for isolated cases reveals.
A more common way of transferring money to Britain was to use diamonds. Again,
existing scholarship has emphasised the important role played by the diamond trade for the
remittance of private wealth home from Madras and Calcutta. Company employees on the
west coast certainly took part in this trade too. Diamonds were one of the most significant
private imports from India during the first half of the eighteenth century, partly due to this
relationship with remittance. The Company permitted diamonds as one of the few articles that
could be traded to Europe privately and by paying the requisite duties, the precious stones
could be conveyed home by servants.62 Private fortunes could be invested in diamonds, with
the proceeds realised following their sale in London. Merchants considered this to be a
relatively secure, low-risk form of remittance as the value of diamonds was reasonably stable
and they were a low-volume but extremely high value commodity. Indeed, Company servants
considered that transferring private fortunes in this manner was a safer (and potentially more
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profitable) form of conveyance than the other principal mechanisms.63 As early as 1680, the
value of private trade in the precious stones was extremely large, estimated to be worth about
£80,000.64
Company men based on the west coast also engaged in this trade as a way of
remitting money in the early eighteenth century, and Golconda diamonds were readily
available at Surat.65 Private papers reveal that merchants on the west coast were regularly
involved in the diamond trade. On returning to Britain, William Mildmay, chief of the East
India Company factory at Karwar, was entrusted with two thousand Rupees worth of the
great Surat merchant Samuel Annesley’s diamonds, to consign to Sir Stephen Evance, who
was one of the richest and most prominent bankers in the City.66 Junior merchants and free
merchants were also involved in sending diamonds home. A list of private trade bound for
England on the ship Susanah from Surat in 1704 included a ‘Bulce of Diamonds & Diamond
Broach’ consigned to Mr. Samuel Lock Junior by merchant John Lock.67 In 1717, Surat
merchant John Hope converted Captain James Hanmer’s remaining effects in India to
diamonds, and conveyed a bulce to England on the ship Stanhope. He emphasised his belief
that this particular voyage was the ‘safest conveyance’ for the precious cargo.68 For a later
period, the accounts of Benjamin Francia, a prominent west coast merchant who died in the
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1730s, also reveal his involvement in consigning small bulces of diamonds to London on at
least two occasions.69
There could also be difficulties procuring diamonds at Surat. Letters between Sir John
Gayer and Evance between 1696 and 1710 attest to the widespread use of diamonds by senior
Company servants at Surat to remit their estates at home. Yet, Gayer also mentioned in this
correspondence that it was at times impossible to purchase diamonds at Surat at reasonable
rates. Diamonds were ‘so extreame scarce & dear, there is none to be got in Surat but what is
very bad & at extravagant rates’ he told Evance in 1699.70 Similarly in 1710, Gayer declared
that there were no diamonds in the town and believed that ‘if a man should pick and choose
amongst all in towne five Thousand rupees-worth could be procured good; none having come
downe from Gulcondah this last year’.71
Diamonds still provided the most efficacious way to remit money back to England
however and many Company servants’ home correspondents extolled the virtues of this form
of remittance. As Edward Harrison advised Robert Adams in 1721, He told Adams that ‘you
must find some safer and better way of remitting your Mony home than with the Captains or
in their priviledge, for the hazard is more than the Proffit will ever answer’. Few Company
servants seemed willing to take the risk of using the privilege trade of returning ships’
captains to remit bills, goods or cash, unless they had built robust, trusting relationships with
particular individuals. Harrison suggested that diamonds provided the best way to remit
money home as they could be bought from Surat so as to eventually yield a sizeable profit, as
well as acting as the most reliable remittance tool. Even though some captains could be
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trusted, ‘the best men don’t want to take up the Mony’.72 Agents and commissioners at home
were, therefore, imperative for the remittance of private fortunes. Company servants not only
used them to glean essential information about remittance procedures; employing someone
based in London to handle the transaction, cash bills or handle goods was also essential.73
Not only did merchants rely on their network of contacts to assist with remittances,
they were also important in shaping and upholding reputations. A merchant was nothing
without a reputation as a reliable, trustworthy and hard-working employee or private trader.
Indeed, private trade, and the transfer of goods and money between London and the East
Indies, fundamentally relied on ties of trust. Reputation was critical for the ability of
merchants to trust each other. Merchants therefore worked hard to cultivate an image of
honesty and trustworthiness. Regular correspondence with individuals at home was
imperative for this. This was, in many ways, just as critical a function of the domestic-based
agency system as its role in managing transactions and remittances.

Metropolitan Connections and Reputation Management

For Company men as well as most other eighteenth-century merchants, reputation was
considered ‘dearer than life it self’.74 On-going connections with London undoubtedly acted
as an important instrument for Company employees in terms of career advancement and the
building of a respectable reputation. Correspondents could effectively uphold merchants’
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interests with the Court of Directors, and attempt to ensure they were favourably represented
when future promotion opportunities arose. Cultivating connections with prominent
Company figures at home, particularly former servants, was critical. For all East India
Company employees, networking with merchants in prominent positions was invaluable for
regular promotion and the development of private trade. In the East India Company, from the
newest recruit to the most powerful director, ‘Individuals collected round themselves men of
like concerns and through family connexions, wealth or political alliances, sought to build up
a following which might procure them further places and patronage.’75 Promotion to higher
ranking, which brought with it the potential to develop private trade, naturally relied on the
whims of the Directors and was resolutely image-dependent. Company servants were
therefore constantly apprehensive about the status they held with their superiors in London
and sought to cultivate positive relationships through correspondence with associates at
home.
Letters sent directly to the Company provided one way for servants to pay court to
their employers. For the west coast, this is particularly evident in the collection of letters to
Thomas Woolley, the East India Company’s secretary, detailed in the ‘Papers concerning
Bombay’ volume H/332 in the IOR.76 These letters mostly contain various pleas for
assistance, for the Company to look into private disagreements and to consider the writer for
promotion. As Ian Bruce Watson has highlighted however, a perennial problem of private
merchants was that by representing themselves and even complaining to the Company about
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the realm of private trade, they often had to provide details of the activities they conducted on
their own account and risk raising suspicions of improper trade.77
A far more efficacious way of fostering and maintaining a good reputation was
indirect lobbying through a London-based contact with close connections to the Company’s
hierarchy. Such an individual, frequently a returned servant, could play an invaluable role in
allowing current servants a direct route via which to uphold their interests with the Directors.
The goal of such connections was manifold; ranging from attempting to gain promotion, to
maintaining private trade concerns in the face of competition, and defying local discipline in
India.78 More specifically related to servants’ ambitions, Company employees continually
requested information on both their own standing and that of others with their superiors in
London. Robert Cowan wrote in one letter that he eagerly awaited the arrival of a ship from
Britain so he could ‘know how affaires stand at the East India house’. He hoped that his
behaviour in the Company’s Service would entitle him to ‘their favours’.79
Most senior Company men aimed to ensure their interests and virtues were upheld
with the Directors as frequently as possible to endeavour to ensure continued employment
and the possibility future promotion. This was a continual and complex enterprise. Cowan
rarely neglected the task of writing to senior Company figures to bolster his image in
London. Since ascending to the governor’s seat at Bombay, Cowan wrote that he had taken
the liberty of writing ‘constantly to the following Gentlemen in the Direction, Sr Matthew
Decker, Mr Harrison, Mr Henry Lyell, Mr Heathcoat, Mr Wordsworth Senr and Mr
Drummond & Secretary Woolley’. Each time he assured them he would ‘never have cause to
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repent any good offices’ they did for him.80 Ultimately, of the Directors, Cowan believed it
was ‘always good to have them reminded’ of good behaviour and diligent service.81
Company servants also received a diverse range of news, intelligence and gossip
provided to by their correspondents in London. Any information deemed would be useful for
the development of a trading career was eagerly requested: on the Directors’ future
recruitment, their plans for factories and news of markets. Home correspondents were often
simply urged by those in India to ‘write… every year by the ships design’d for this port such
news as you know will be most acceptable’.82 For Company employees stationed across the
Indian Ocean world, a London correspondent was well-placed to provide news of the deaths
of important merchants, new appointments of Company servants and the various goings-on in
East India House; all of which could have an impact on trade. This relationship was
reciprocal of course, and Company servants serviced correspondents at home by providing
information about the state of the country trade, settling the outstanding investments of
former employees and looking after the affairs of friends and family in the East.
Company director William Betts’ letters to India during the first decade of the
eighteenth century apprised his correspondents Joseph Goodshaw and Richard Hill of
numerous intrigues at East India House. In 1707, Betts informed Goodshaw, a merchant at
Bombay, that he believed he stood a good chance of being awarded the chiefship of
Gombroon since it had recently become available, and reassured him that he ‘stood faire
upon the Next Change’ of East Indian personnel.83 Betts acted overtly in his desire to secure a
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promotion for his correspondent. In a later letter to Hill, Betts described his ‘hard strugle for
a Weeke past to get Goodshaw Made Dept. Governor of Bombay’ that was ultimately
unsuccessful. Neatly illustrating the connections between the three men, Betts expressed his
disappointment about the outcome to Hill, telling him that success would have meant
Goodshaw could have ‘assisted you in a better manner than I fear he can now.’84
Former Company servant Robert Adams’ correspondence provides a particularly good
example of this aspect of private association. As a budding Director, Adams’s connections
extended to the summit of the Company’s hierarchy. He possessed an elevated position
within the Company’s London circle and retained close contact with senior commercial
figures following his return from the East Indies in 1731. Yet, despite apparently maintaining
good relations with this prominent group, he actively maintained extensive correspondence
with Company servants and former colleagues in India. Throughout his letters to the East he
constantly assured his contacts that he was pressuring the Directors to look favourably on
private trade. Indeed, he presented himself as a kind of champion of private interests. In
response to complaints by John Braddyl, senior merchant at Bombay, about the impositions
of Company restrictions on private trade, Adams assured him that since Braddyl’s brother
was a Director, he would ‘not faile of supporting you and laying … [private trading interests]
before the Court’. He emphasised that he would go as far as he felt appropriate in
representing the views of senior merchants without driving the Directors to further regulate
private trade.85 Adams was also directly critical of the actions of the Directors, even declaring
in 1733 that the way business was being conducted at East India House was so bad that the
names of the Directors had ‘almost become a reproach’. He claimed if it was not for doing
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good towards his friends in India he would avoid even visiting the seat of his erstwhile
employers altogether. In a damning assessment of the Directors’ attitudes to private trade, he
stated that they have ‘limitted all their servts trade’ so much that ‘they will not be able to gitt
a livelihood honestly’.86
Adams’s letter book consistently reveals his eagerness to uphold the views, concerns
and reputations of his friends and acquaintances with influential members of the Company at
East India House. This was especially the case with those letters to recipients stationed on the
Malabar Coast, the region where most of his Company career was spent, but also an area
where limited commercial opportunities could smother ambition. Adams continually
responded to Malabar correspondents assuring them he would do all in his power to
recommend them for another posting, usually at Bombay; the next logical promotion and a
position holding greater opportunities for career advancement and developing a personal
fortune.87 Through writing to his numerous correspondents in India, Adams also provided an
important service by proffering all kinds of information on the Directors’ attitude to various
Company servants. He was never afraid to share gossip to support the interests of his
friends.88 Apprising correspondents in India of such intrigues provided valuable inside
information on where vacancies were likely to arise, and helped merchants in India to think
strategically about which individuals to cultivate good relationships with.
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These examples can be connected to what Toby Ditz labelled the eighteenth-century
merchant’s unrelenting concern with the ‘management of impressions’. 'Atlantic World'
scholars and historians of British early modern trade have long stressed the close correlation
between merchants’ reputations and successful business in the eighteenth century.89 Not just
financial ‘credit’ then, but ‘credit in the sense of belief, confidence, faith, trust, the estimate in
which a character is held … was the elusive but fundamental key to success in early modern
commerce’.90 Indeed, ‘credit’ was the very essence of the early modern English economy, as
Muldrew famously argued, as it acted as a ‘cultural currency’ of trust used to transact most
business.91 More recently, Natasha Glaisyer delineated the multiple meanings of the term
‘credit’ in this context, underlining that it was used not just in a monetary sense but to refer to
merchants’ reputations regarding their ability to settle debts. ‘It is important not to separate
these meanings’, Glaisyer argued, ‘because an individual’s reputation, to a large extent,
determined whether others were prepared to trust him, or her, to pay later’.92 For merchants, a
good reputation meant they were more likely to be trusted to take part in business and was
therefore critical to the preservation of their livelihood.
Letters were imperative for merchants to emphasise their trustworthiness and good
credit. Eighteenth-century letter books and other similar sources, as Smail argued, show again
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and again that merchants stressed either their own honourable intentions towards others, or
their expectation that others should act in an honourable fashion towards them.93 Ditz
demonstrates that merchants effectively used ‘pledges of mutual confidence’ to identify a
realm of shared values. Merchants also used letters as sites within which to create ‘plausible
selves’ through carefully constructed narratives designed to present an outward persona that
was trustworthy and creditable.94 These conversations were an important element of
successful trade, as much in the world of the East India Company as in any other sphere of
eighteenth-century commerce. Beyond looking after remittances and developing private
trading ventures, the connections Company servants in India forged with associates in Britain
were central for this reputation management.

Concluding Remarks

British merchants in eighteenth-century India worked within multiple, overlapping spheres of
trade. Like all merchants in the early modern period, they were men ‘between worlds’, whose
correspondence and trade networks formed complex structures that extended across countries
and continents, and took in multiple ventures.95 While private trade on a day-to-day basis
operated largely within the Indian Ocean world, connections to the metropole were also
critical for the support and functioning of their commerce. Whether acting as a source of
finance, as a source of new trading opportunities, or working as an on-going mechanism to
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enhance the reputations of merchants with the Court of Directors, the links formed by private
traders to correspondents back in Britain were immensely significant.
For Company servants in the Indian Ocean world, metropolitan connections played a
crucial role in the management of their private business. This paper has sought to emphasise
that as well as financial mechanisms and commodity exchanges, private correspondence
between Company employees, their friends, relations and former colleagues, and the advice
and information it contained, was central. Capital and financial services provided by
associates in Britain were significant both for kick-starting private trade and for its continued
operation. Throughout their careers, merchants also relied on robust and complex circulations
of correspondence between Britain and Asia that enabled effective trade in often unstable
markets. This paper has focused on merchant letters as forming the key architecture of
maritime commerce. Historians of Atlantic trade have more readily appreciated the ways in
which letters embodied complex ‘conversations’ between merchants than scholars of British
East Indian trade. Letters were tools through which these conversations set categories of
quality, defined types of goods, established prices and refined and improved transportation
processes.96

This exchange of commercial information and knowledge in written

communication was a crucial mechanism through which merchants attempted to overcome
the exigencies of eighteenth-century trade.97 Letters were also instruments that mediated trust
relations and sociability; important elements of trade and commercial relationships in this
period.
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In particular, epistolary exchanges were not only important for instituting profitable
ventures and keeping private trade going, but also as a device through which character traits
such as reliability, honesty and conscientiousness could be emphasised and constructed. For
Company men, letters were therefore a mechanism through which to maintain ties of trust,
whether with their employers or private associates. Decisions made by employees in their
private business were shaped not only by ‘rational’ calculations of potential profit and
anticipated risk, but also had to take into account the entangled personal relationships which
were an ineluctable feature of trade.98
Existing scholarship on British private trade has most often focused on institutions
and impersonal structures when it comes to the links formed by Company servants’ private
trade between India and Britain. Too frequently, there has been little sense of the interpersonal and everyday interactions between merchants in India and their correspondents at
home. The machinery of the Company’s remittance system and the exchange of commodities
were of course significant, but so too were the personal and social connections built through
correspondence that underpinned commercial structures and arrangements.99 Exploring
British private trade in Asia through looking at correspondence circuits serves to draw
renewed attention to the often neglected social connections that underpinned eighteenthcentury Eurasian trade.
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